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WHO INVENTED THE GOLDEN AGE?

THERE are many passages in ancient literature whic

existence different from the hardships of real life-an e
Nature's bounty, untroubled by strife or want. Naturall

always placed somewhere or sometime outside norm

whether 'off the map' in some remote quarter of the wo
death, or in the dim future or the distant past.' Such an
in the past or the future has become known as the 'golde
which modern scholars generally give to the ancient beli

echoed by modern poets. The same language has been

unknown to the known, and it has become a commonpla
standing period of history or literature as a 'golden age
The view put forward in this article is that, in spite of
implying a connexion with gold were not the terms tra
employed in antiquity, at any rate before the Roman Em

idealized past or future, but were first introduced by

only by writers who, directly or indirectly, derived th
be more precise, by considering the relevant passages fr
shall attempt to establish five points:

(i) the picture of a happy existence remote from ordi

tional, or at least came from sources earlier than

literature;

(ii) this traditional picture was normally known in antiquity before the
Roman Empire as the age of Kronos or Saturnus;
(iii) gold and the use of gold had no place in the traditional picture;
(iv) terms which associate the traditional picture with gold are all ultimately
derived from Hesiod's Xpv'uov y~vos, and the phrase 'golden age' emerged

out of this among Latin writers of the Augustan and post-Augustan
periods;
(v) it is reasonable to conclude that Hesiod invented this association with
gold, or at any rate was the first to introduce it into Greek thought.
I. THE TRADITIONAL PICTURE

There is no need to labour the point that the idea of a different
existence is a traditional belief going back beyond any extant class
ture. When first mentioned in the Works and Days (42-46) it is no
but briefly alluded to as the state which men would now enjoy if t
not hidden the means of life from them. Only later (90-92), as a p
story of Pandora's box, is it said that this happy condition existed

As Sinclair comments ad loc., 'the previous state of man is only

plained now. Of course it was well known to the audience all along.
description is given in the account of the Xpv'UEov YE'vos (109-20)
more or less the same picture is given again as the life of heroes tra

Whatever the time or place, the picture itself is essentially the same. Cf. R

Engl. tr., pp. 76 and 249 (n. I8).
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The conclusion seems clear that the idea of such an existence was not only
familiar to Hesiod's contemporaries, but had already taken several different
forms, none of which is brought forward by the poet as anything new. References in later literature show an even greater variety of belief about the time and

place of the happier life-a variety which cannot be traced back to Hesiod or
any other single source, but suggests an old and widespread tradition handled
at different times and places, and by different authors, in many different ways.'
If further confirmation is needed, it may be drawn from the character of the
picture itself. The joining of nature and man in the same state of felicity, the

uncertainty concerning its time and place, possibility or impossibility-all
these and other features stamp the picture as a typical piece of primitive thinking, to which, of course, many parallels can be found elsewhere.
2. THE REIGN OF KRONOS

Among men whose thoughts took a mythical rather than an abstra
the remote past, the past beyond normal human ken, might well be
in terms of an earlier divine regime than the present-the reign of K

example, before the lordship of Zeus. This connexion of the 'goo
with Kronos also occurs for the first time in literature in the Works
where it is said of the XpV'Uov y'vos (I I I) :

ot LzV ET Kpovov -Mav, &"6 o , pavc Ep'La'AEE
Hesiod does not attempt to explain or justify this statement. Later evidence
shows that the association with Kronos was taken for granted both by writers
and the common people. The author of the Alcmaeonis is said to have described
the happiness T-?qs d Kpdovov ow ^S.Z When the peasantry of Attica praised
Peisistratus' r6gime they compared it with ' E7 KpOvov fltos, not the 'golden
age'.3 When Cratinus put before the same peasants' descendants the first of the
remarkable series of caricatures of Utopia drawn by the fifth-century comic

poets, he described the men of old as those
ots )1 fIaotULAES Kpo'voS .?jv rT OraAo'Zv.4

How familiar the idea was to the popular mind is indicated by Aristophanes'

readiness to use it in jokes against out-of-date, 'antediluvian' characters.
Strepsiades is Kpoviwv wv, the Right Logic, KpdVLTrTros; Chremylus and

Blepsidemus have KpovLKa' A-qjaL in their minds.5 When Plato in the Politicus
(268 e-74 d) and the Laws (712 e-i14 b) gives his own version of the belief in a
happier past existence, he calls it the reign or the time of Kronos, never the
'golden age'. Exceptions to the general rule only confirm it: when Empedocles
(fr. 128) insists that Kypris was queen in those early days, and the Orphics put
I The tradition, of course, may not be
Odyssey (4. 561-9) is earlier than Hesiod does
Greek in origin, but may have been derived not affect my argument.
by the Greeks from the East, where various
2 ap. Philodemus, De Pietate, p. 51 (Gomparallels can be found, or shared by them perz).

with other peoples of the ancient world.

3 Aristotle, Ath. Pol. 16. 7; cf. [P1.]

Nilsson (Minoan-Mycenaean Religion, p. 545) Hipparchus, 229 b.
has shown that one version at any rate-the
4 ap. Athenaeus 6. 267 e. For evidence that

concept of Elysium-can be traced back

this was the first of such caricatures cf. 268 e.

through the Minoans to Egypt. The question s Clouds 398, Io7o; Plutus 581. Cf. Clouds
whether the reference to Elysium in the 929.
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Phanes first and relegate Kronos to the silver age,' these
deliberately made by philosophers from a generally acc
Among Latin writers, of course, Kronos was commonly
and Saturnia regna became a customary description of a
past or to come. There is no need to consider here the d
Saturn owed his connexion with such blissful times entir
part, or derived it also from a separate Italian tradition

own cult.

Nilsson holds that all this began with Hesiod: 'Das erste Anzeichen findet
sich schon an der Stelle der Werke, nach der das goldene Geschlecht von den
Gattern unter Kronos geschaffen wurde (io9 ff.). Dann ist der IrM Kpdvov Pltos
gleich dem goldenen Zeitalter ein geliiufiger Ausdruck geworden.'2 He treats

the idea of Kronos as ruler of Elysium, first mentioned in Pindar's second

Olympian,3 as a still later development. But there are reasons for regarding both
conceptions as much older than this-for seeing the link with the god as part of
what I have called the 'traditional picture', from which his rule both over the
'good old days' and over Elysium can be derived. Those versions of the picture
which call it only the age of Kronos, unlike those which include phrases like
the 'golden race' or the 'golden age', seem to represent an independent tradition and show no clear evidence of derivation from the Works andDays. Further

confirmation may be sought in the various parallels contained in Eastern
literature, notably the Indo-Iranian myth in which Yima of the Avesta and
Yama of the Vedas must have had their common source-the story of a past

age of happiness under a ruler who, when it ended, became lord of a Paradise
inhabited by the souls ofthe blessed. Whatever the connexion-if any-between
the Greek version and such Eastern beliefs, they suggest that Kronos' association with the 'good old days' and with Elysium is likely to be a tradition older

than Hesiod.

This is not the place to discuss the general problem of Kronos' origins and
history, but the line of thought followed above is clearly in close accord with
the widely accepted view4 of him as an early harvest-god, displaced by Zeus,
but leaving some relic of his worship in the Kronia. The 'traditional picture' is
one that must have grown up and been kept alive among the country-folk, and
it is no accident that our chief early sources for it are the farmer-poet Hesiod
and the writers of Attic comedy. It was the hard-worked peasant, the weary
harvester, who longed for nature to produce her fruits without ploughing or
reaping, and dreamed of the time when

KapTOv. .. q'EpE El&opos apovpa
avTo(Lc7 w7ToAOv ~TE Kal a08ovov.5

For such a picture no more suitable central figure could have been found than

the harvest-god at whose festival, as Pohlenz says, 'mochte man sich eine
Zeitlang in die sch6nere Welt versetzt glauben, die man damals wie heutzutage
gern in die gute alte Zeit verlegte'.6
Tradition, it is suggested, made Kronos ruler of the 'good old days' and of
I Cf. Proclus, in Remp. 2, p. 74 (Kroll).
rejected by Nilsson, op. cit., pp. 480-6, but

2 Geschichte d. Gr. Religion, i. 485.

reaffirmed by Guthrie, The Greeks and their

3 I assume that Works and Days I69
is pp. 52-53.
Gods,

spurious.

4 Adopted by Kaibel, Pohlenz, Farnell;

s Works and Days 117-18.

6 P.-W., s.v. 'Kronos', col. 2007.
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later attempt to reconcile
rise to power among the g

3. GOLD AND THE TRADITIONAL PICTURE
The keynote of the traditional picture as Hesiod and others present it is not
wealth, but simplicity; not accumulated riches, but dependence on the bounty

of nature. Two apparent exceptions to this general statement must be con-

sidered:

(a) Pindar's Isles of the Blest contain flowers of gold (01. 2. 72) and
golden fruits' (fr. 129). But Pindar's Paradise, though no doubt ulti-

mately derived from the traditional idea of the happy life, is a dwelling

for aristocrats, described (at any rate in 01. 2) to please a noble and
wealthy patron.
(b) Some descriptions by the comic poets portray a life of luxury, in which
Gomme finds a parallel to Thucydides' reference to more luxurious days

in Athens' early history.2 But the elaboration in these passages from
comedy only arises from the playwrights' desire to caricature the traditional belief by carrying it to absurd lengths-in particular, the idea of
Nature producing her fruits of her own accord. Hence Telecleides' rivers
of soup and self-frying fish, and Crates' self-moving gadgets which will end

the need for slaves. Although Cratinus called his play on this theme
Riches, there is nothing in our remains of fifth-century comedy to disprove

the general claim that in the traditional conception of an ideal past or
future there was no place for gold or the use of gold.
This paradox, that gold played no part in the generally accepted picture of
those whom Hesiod called the 'golden race', raises the problem of the meaning
of Xpdvcor and its Latin equivalent, aureus. How far were the words literally
meant, and how far was their use metaphorical or symbolic? For Hesiod the
question probably did not exist. His 'bronze race' and 'iron race' are so called

because they use these metals (cf. Works and Days 150-1), but he does not

explain-and presumably did not ask himself-in what sense the first race was
XpvEov. The question is first brought forward by Plato in the Cratylus (398 a),
where Socrates argues that Hesiod meant by 'golden' oQK E'K XPV(UO 7TEVUKOS
Ja"' cyaO`v TEI Kal KaAov.
Most Roman writers did not take aureus literally. Seneca, it is true, cites the
use of the phrase aureum saeculum as evidence of the prevailing admiration for
gold and wealth,3 while Ovid follows the same line of thought to satirize modern
methods of courtship:

aurea sunt vere nunc saecula: plurimus auro
venit honos, auro conciliatur amor.4

But Ovid's vere confirms the impression that for the Latin poets the word
If Boeckh's XpVUEoLt Kapmrog is correct for 2 A Historical Commentary on Thucydides,
the MSS. XpVUOKaprTOLUL. Paton (C.R. xxv,vol. i, p. 104.
3Epistle
1911, p. 205) suggests that XpvdOKap7Tro may 4 Ars Amat. 2. 277-8. Cf. Tibullus
I. Io.I15"
2: 13.
be a yellow-berried ivy, or perhaps mistletoe.
the inventor of the sword is vere ferreus, not
But it seems more likely that Pindar has in
merely one of the iron race in the normally
mind the golden apples of the Hesperides. accepted sense.
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aureus in such phrases did not normally imply any lite
Consequently it was they who gave clearest expression
'golden age' knew nothing of gold. In their accounts of
from the 'good old days' they found a place for the us

feature of the ideal past. Like Lucretius' they regar

covery which was one of the causes of decline. 'Divitis h

Tibullus (. 10o. 7), complaining that the sword has re
plicity and peace. Ovid describes the gold, silver, and b
duces the use of gold only in the iron age:

iamque nocens ferrum ferroque nocentius aur
prodierat.2

Seneca, describing those who lived 'illo saeculo, quod aureum perhibent',
declares: 'illi quidem non aurum nec argentum nec perlucidos lapides in ima
terrarum faece quaerebant.... nondum texebatur aurum, adhuc nec erue-

batur.'3

4. FROM 'GOLDEN RACE' TO 'GOLDEN AGE'
To trace the line of thought which Hesiod started with his 'golden race', and
out of which writers under his influence developed the concept of the 'golden
age', brief consideration is needed of the numerous passages after Hesiod which
use language of this kind.
According to Proclus (in Remp. 2, p. 74 Kroll) Orpheus distinguished three

races of men-the golden, the silver, and the Titanic. We cannot date this

doctrine, but it is certainly later than Hesiod and, as already stated, looks like
a deliberate divergence from his account of the races of man. As Guthrie says,
'the Orphics adopted the succession of ages and adapted and altered it to fit

their own scheme'.4

The comic poet Eupolis wrote a play called Xpvuovov l'&vo-, perhaps a satire
on Cleon's regime. The title is presumably drawn from the Works and Days:
XPVUEOV LUEV 7TPTo''7La yEvOS ITEpoTrcoV cvOpTw7TWv...

Plato, Republic 3- 415. Socrates' 'noble falsehood' is not strictly relevant to

discussion of the 'golden age', but may be mentioned as evidence that the
association of different y&v- with metals was derived from the Works and Days

rather than from a general tradition. Plato specifically acknowledges his

indebtedness to Hesiod for the idea (546 e; cf. 468 a). The line of thought which
led him from Hesiod to the 'noble falsehood' is apparent in the Cratylus passage

already mentioned (398 a); and here also the doctrine that Xpvao'v ydvos 7-p - aov yEviEaeO 'rvw vOppnrOwv is ascribed expressly to Hesiod, not to any wider
tradition.

According to Porphyry (De Abstin. 4. 2) Dicaearchus in his Bios 'EAAd3os
stated that the men of old were regarded as a Xpvaovv yEv&o. He went on to say
that the poets gave them this name, and quoted Works and Days 116-19.
I 5. II13-4, 124I, 1423, 1428.
remains valid. Cf. Phaedra 527-8, [Octavia]
2 Met. I. 141-2. Cf. Amores 3. 8. 35-38. 419 and 426; also Virgil, Georgic 2. 507;
3 Epistle 90. 5 and 45. If Bticheler's read- Propertius 3. 13; Manilius I. 75 and 5. 277,
ing secutast is right in para. 36, Seneca is here293; Persius 2. 59-60; Boethius, De Consol.
describing an age that followed the golden Phil. 2. 5.
age. But the conclusion that the people of 4 Orpheus and Greek Religion, p. 197.

the golden age had no knowledge of gold
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Aratus, Phaenomena 96
who once lived among m
peace and well-being to t
race (ylvos XpV'uEov)'. W
readily, and at the comin
Aratus is obviously draw
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a
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T
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race:

'AA4AovS

S'

'1'A-quav

XPVUELOL ITaAW vspEs, 0'r aVT'qrEEAqUcT d ~OLAqOE1S.

A contemporary parallel, pointed out by Gow ad loc., is Arcesilaus' statement
(Diog. Laert. 4. 22) that Crates and Polemo were E0ol rwLES - AqEava i-6v dEK
700 XipvUoV yEVov9.

These Greek authors, like Hesiod, all refer to a golden race. It is only in Latin
poetry that this is sometimes replaced by a golden age, and here careful examination of the relevant passages suggests that aurea saecula and aurea aetas, usually

translated 'golden age', were often intended by the poets as equivalents of
Hesiod's XpVaEov yEVos. The transition to 'golden age' may well have been
facilitated by the ambiguity of aetas and saecula.
Horace, Epode 16. To escape the disasters threatening Rome the good must
depart to beata arva divites et insulas. Horace's description of the happy life there
follows the traditional picture, but contains no reference to gold until it ends
with four lines clearly reminiscent of Hesiod:
Iuppiter illa piae secrevit litora genti

ut inquinavit aere tempus aureum;
aere, dehinc ferro duravit saecula, quorum
piis secunda vate me datur fuga.
Tempus aureum is clear enough, and saecula also probably, but not certainly,
means 'time' rather than 'race'. It is Jupiter, like Zeus in the Works and Days,
who is responsible for the successive stages, but Horace's link between the Isles
of the Blest and the 'golden age' in the past may be his own idea.

Horace, Odes 4. 2. 39-40. Fate and the gods will give nothing better than

Caesar to man

quamvis redeant in aurum
tempora priscum.

This looks like an echo of Virgil's Fourth Eclogue, but the reference is too slight
to give any clear indication of the source of its thought.

Virgil, Eclogue 4. Virgil's prophecy combines ideas drawn from several

origins, but one of these is obviously the Works and Days. His debt to Hesiod is
apparent in lines 6-10o, in which progenies and gens are equivalents for Hesiod's
y~vosg

iam redit et Virgo, redeunt Saturnia regna;
iam nova progenies caelo demittitur alto.
tu modo nascenti puero, quo ferrea primum
Cicero in the De Nat. Deorum (2. 159)
quotes three lines of this Aratus passage in

XaAKEly7 yEVE7), and contrasts this with the
aureum genus. Another Latin version is Ger-

translation, incorrectly givingferrea proles for

manicus, Aratea 103 if.
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desinet ac toto surget gens aurea mundo,

casta fave Lucina: tuus iam regnat Apollo.

This is the only reference in the poem to gold.
Virgil, Georgic 2. 458-540. The farmer's happy lot is des
reminiscent of Hesiod. This was the life of the good old d
time of Jupiter
aureus hanc vitam in terris Saturnus agebat.

The traditional 'reign of Kronos' has so far coalesced with

Saturn himself has become 'golden'.
Virgil, Aeneid 6. 791-3. Anchises points out Augustus
aurea condet

saecula qui rursus Latio, regnata per arva
saturno quondam.
Saecula here may mean either 'race' or 'age'. This brief identification of aurea
saecula with the reign of Saturn is expanded in Aeneid 8. 314-29, when Evander
describes to Aeneas the early history of Italy. Saturn, he says, came to Italy
after being expelled by Jupiter from Olympus, and brought civilization to the
primitive inhabitants. He goes on:
aurea, quae perhibent, illo sub rege fuerunt

saecula: sic placida populos in pace regebat;
deterior donec paulatim ac decolor aetas

et belli rabies et amor successit habendi.

The meaning of neither saecula nor aetas is clear here, but the adjective decolor
obviously refers to Hesiod's story of the metals, denoting the inferior brightness

of bronze or iron when compared with gold.'
Ovid, Metamorphoses I. 89-150. This is the fullest ofall accounts, after Hesiod,
of the successive ages of man. Ovid, of course, puts the whole story into the
past, and he omits the race of heroes. But it is manifest that he is indebted to
the Works and Days both for the general framework of his narrative and for

many details. His initial 'aurea prima sata est aetas' (89) is a clear echo of

Hesiod's Xp;aeov fiEv rrp'-taL-a yvo! ..., and aetas should be translated 'race'.
The golden race in the time of Saturn is succeeded under Jupiter by 'argentea

proles, auro deterior', and this in turn gives way to a bronze race 'saevior

ingeniis et ad horrida promptior arma'. Compare Hesiod's description (145-6)
of the XdKELOV YEvoS as
EWV TE Kal O'flPLILOV otw Ap )loSo

Epy EbAEXEY crOVoEVTa Kat ilppLESt.

The number of such parallels leaves no doubt that Ovid had the Works and
Days in front of him, in writing or in memory, when he composed his version of
the decline of man. He puts two further reminiscences of Hesiod into the mouth

of Pythagoras in Book I5:

(a) 96-98. at vetus illa aetas, cui fecimus aurea nomen,
fetibus arboreis et, quas humus educat, herbis
fortunata fuit nec polluit ora cruore.
I Cf. Conington on 324.
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(b) 260-I. sic ad ferrum venistis ab auro,
saecula.

Saecula here could be either 'ages' or 'races'.
Ars Amatoria 2. 277-8 has already been quoted in section 3-

After the Augustan period aurea saecula and similar phrases become a

commonplace of Latin literature. The author of Aetna (line 9) regards this as a

hackneyed theme:
aurea securi quis nescit saecula regis?

Tacitus (Dial. 12. 3) describes such terms as customary: 'ceterum felix illud
et, ut more nostro loquar, aureum saeculum . . . '. In Florus (I. 19. 2-3) we
find the contrast between 'golden' and 'iron' ages already transferred to
periods in the history of the Roman Republic. To Juvenal (13. 28-59) the idea
is so well known that he caricatures it by exaggeration: we have now reached
the nona aetas, for which no metal has been named. The commonest motive for

allusion to the 'golden age', or 'golden race', is flattery of the emperor as
creator of a new millennium. Begun by Horace (Odes 4. 2) and Virgil (Aeneid
6. 79 1-3), this now becomes a regular means of currying favour,' although one

anonymous versifier quoted by Suetonius (Tib. 59) puts such language to a

different use:

aurea mutasti Saturni saecula, Caesar;
incolumi nam te ferrea semper erunt.
There is nothing to be gained here from examination of every passage: the
concept has now become so familiar that in most instances we can no longer
decide whether the author has drawn it directly from Hesiod or from VirgilHesiod's chief Roman imitator-or one of the other Latin poets. I will conclude
this survey with one more passage from a Greek writer-Maximus Tyrius, who,
after repeating the traditional picture of the easy life of olden times, adds a
sentence which distinguishes Hesiod's contribution to the 'fable' from the rest:

3oKoV-L ~E ULWL Ka oL Io o 7Tal Eyyv-ra-ra .lcva TE-L T() rTCt ) ,ov-ropU" (V, VrITO

Kpdvw OECv flcaotLAE TotLOT'dv -Tva alVLr-r5dLEvoL /lov, d7dIAELov, dacdlpov,

dioVAa'Kov, Elp7LWKdV, drTEPtLXX7T7oov, V;yvLELVdV, VEVEa" KaO T Xpvoovv )evos- T0vTo,
Eco LKEVY, 0H'aHC'ooS KcaAEF, VEavoLEvuvo0 ' rpoV S 2 LqS.

5. THE ORIGINALITY OF HESIOD
The conclusion which the preceding argument suggests-that Hesiod was
the first to bring the 'golden race' or any such phrase into classical thought-

is at variance with the views of most modern authorities. Pohlenz seems to

regard the golden age as a traditional concept. Eduard Meyer3 held that
Hesiod invented all the story except the golden age, while James Adam4 thought
the insertion of the race of heroes was Hesiod's only contribution. According to

Sinclair,5s Hesiod 'certainly did not invent' the golden age. Yet I believe the

claim that he invented this way of describing the 'good old days', or at any rate
2 Or. 36. I.
I e.g. Calpurnius, Ecl. I. 42; 4- 5-8;
Seneca, Apocol. 4; Einsiedeln Ecl. 2. 21-24; Genethliakon Carl Robert, pp. 159 ff.
Consol. ad Liviam 343-4; Statius, Silv. I. 6.4 Religious Teachers of Greece, p. 77.
39-42; Ausonius, Epist. 12. 27-30; Carmina s Hesiod, Works and Days, p. 16.
Latina Epigr. 285 (Biicheler).
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first introduced it to the Greeks, is justified not only b

by the character of Hesiod's own work. (I assume, p

others, that Hesiod existed, and was the author of the
Hesiod was a farmer-poet, who followed the tradition
folk, including their traditional picture of the 'good old
more than this. He was a thinker, moulding his thoughts
maker. Jaeger writes: 'In Hesiod we find more than pa
urge for mythical narration: when he resorts to tellin

actual problems in mind which he feels he is now e
would go farther, and
and this is the motive
the present condition
labour, when once, it

add that he creates myth in orde
behind his story of the five races
of man, particularly his need to
is said, he lived on nature's bount

answer-the only kind of answer he could give-was

showing how the past ease and bliss of which tradition
the grim present. Looking back from his own day he sa

of man's past as consisting of three phases-the prese

iron, the period of heroes, and the period of the use of

train of thought suggested by iron and bronze, and

could give its name to the happy time when men lived l

the metal associated with the gods. What more natu

the other three periods a race of silver and one of gold
although the Works and Days contains five versions of t
a happier life, only in this passage, where Hesiod has a
solve, is there any reference to gold.
An alternative to the view that Hesiod invented the 'g
introduced it into Greek thought from elsewhere. Reit
finds the origin of Hesiod's story in the doctrine of Zar
be four ages of the world, symbolized by a tree with f
silver, steel, and an iron alloy.2 Nock comments: 'Certain

Heroic Age in the sequence of metals suggests that t
scheme, but modified it because the popular memo

excludes belief in continuous degeneration. The Orphic
four ages, not five, and a Zoroastrian certainly postula
possible that ideas, like art-motives, came to Greece fr
time.'3 There is some cogency in this, although Zoroast
pictures of a happier existence in the past show no conn
doctrine mentioned by Reitzenstein looks more like lat
myth; while other reasons could well be found to expla
heroes in, and the Orphics and Ovid left them out. But
race' was born in Hesiod's own fertile brain or in the E
have made its first bow to the Greeks in the lines of th

To sum up:

The Greeks cherished a traditional picture of a happier

present hardships, one version of which placed it in

picture was associated by tradition, or at any rate befo
und
Griechenland,
Leipzig, 1926.
The Theology of the Early
Greek
Philo-

sophers, p. 12.
3 J.H.S. xlix (1929), p. I142 Studien zum antiken Synkretismus aus Iran
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Kronos, and this (or, in Ital
applied to the idealized 'good
traditional picture, was seen
happy state.
Hesiod, seeking a link betwee
vented or borrowed from outs
of silver had preceded the race
iron. This tale found few echoe
frequently imitated or mentio
made the transition from a g
concept was handed down into
H. C. BALDRY

The University of Cape Town

CALLIMACHUS, HECALA (Fr. 26o, Pfeiffer)
(i) 19-21 T7rs p. v ag e 8vnvarcav &tiq 8p[d]]ao 'Hatlaroo,

IO 0 T " rE
KEKpO7T'
W . .'r a O7KarTO Aav,
AadOptov
pp-ov
. ..
I9 35vatdv d&oq, 'diu reliquit'
cEEp7J
01 W3 7T~OLO
(2) 39-41 o7.w
?7''KAELVE
rippv[rc']Qr
/Lv[OE']S[
dr7Ev.~.Ev
o038 yEvEOAJv
rLEr7Tor' EK UEOVLOL'O

39 o47r-s, sc. 'si tacuissem'.

(3) 47-49 d'AA' 0 o" 0 "Xp]s oXr E0TEaaEra3, [lvIa AEEI

q7'twqv Ai7T6AAcv]FL] KaKa'YYEAOV' E E yap [EC'7

KELVOV ETL] 4wovaa Kara Xpovov, 60pa 4cd y' Ecl]S 3. . .

(4) 51-54 AfLos] o03 ydp [-]FS 7TadvrT " a-ra" val pa lr 'LKVodV
ao-ap do'v, val ro ro r 8ov3pEYo aI'ov da v 7Ep,

AU],iO'V 7E KGt aLOVa Kava4aav7ES
'AmLEYaAOL
E'Wt ad~a
o7T5a dcres
7TavTs ixovat.
ExovaL.
ot py'dao07tOL]JEwv
wo ]d, dow

53 desiderantur verba 'serius ocius' significantia.

Exeter College, Oxford E. A. BARBER
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